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Executive Summary

In the previous deliverable, D-SA3.4.1, we put the spotlight on the new functionalities of the Forward
Modelling tool that made its use much more flexible, accommodating also the requirements of those users
wishing to test their own models. Moreover, we provided a quantitative analysis of the feedback provided
by the attendees of the VERCE face-to-face training events. The responses to the questionnaires showed
the interest and the engagement of the participants, who clearly perceived the advantages of having such
a tool in their daily research practice.

This document instead, starts with providing an overview on the achievements of the SA3 work-package
with respect to the roadmap planning. These will be described in detail in section two, with particular
attention to the small but strategical improvements, that make the existing services more flexible and
usable.

In section three, we will describe throughly the challenges that had to be tackled to extend the Forward
Modelling application with a number of advanced working-spaces that are supported, under the hood,
by the dispel4py data-intensive technology. These new interactive tools have been realised in co-
development with the researchers and the service providers. They will allow the users to control the
main workflow required to perform a complete Misfit Analysis and to combine and re-use their results in
different ways.

Sections four and five mostly illustrate the impact of the Science Gateway on the user community,
providing an overview of the ongoing and new initiatives that will gain the benefits of the VERCE’s
know-how and that will support its sustainability. Section six discusses the fulfilment of the objectives
indicated by the Description of Work document (DoW), in relation to the concrete developments of
SA3. Here we will summarise how the technologies and the information integrated within the Scientific
Gateway come in support of the seismological community, providing a "knowledge base system", which
is able to:

• Foster the cooperation between users and HPC providers. This is achieved thanks to a structured
way of exploiting the HPC resources via the adoption of reusable workflows, that are instrumented
by specific tools. This is sustained by a catalogue that offers homogeneous access to the settings
required by the different computational infrastructures and a collection of abstract and concrete
workflow implementations. SA3 cooperated with the HPC centres for the development of the
reusable workflows, taking into account important usability aspects that aim at providing the users
with rapid and detailed feedback on the progress of their experiments.

• Potentially increase the amount and quality of scientific production. Provenance starts to be com-
monly perceived as the major arbiter of quality and relevance of a scientific result, as determined
by the end-user. For this reason, it is also one of the major discussion topics within the RDA1

initiative. SA3 put a lot of effort in assuring that provenance data is produced, stored and most
important, is contributing to the usability of the VERCE platform. We consider that in modern
computational platforms provenance should acts as the spinal cord of a nervous system, providing
impulses for adaptive and learning behaviours, fostering a increase of the scientific production.
This can be achieved exclusively by putting the data into the computational context in which it has
been produced.

Finally, the Conclusions will contain our considerations after four years of VERCE experience, which
succeeded in establishing a productive working environment, that is characterised by different organisa-
tions, personalities and backgrounds.

1https://rd-alliance.org
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1 Introduction

In this final deliverable we present a summary of the last SA3 work-package activities, with a detailed
description of the main challenges that we had to overcome to fulfil the repeatedly updated requirements.
These efforts, led eventually to the realisation of a usable and configurable web application for Forward
Modelling, which includes Simulation and Misfit Analysis working-spaces, shown in Figure4. This com-
prehensive tool exploits distributed computational and data resources for its acquisition and preservation,
and involves very specific HPC codes, as well as data-intensive technologies. The ability to control and
monitor the execution of scientific processes is implemented adopting a variety of general purpose soft-
ware and data standards. The software includes workflow and provenance management systems for grid
and data-intensive computing, a number of job submission middleware supported by international or-
ganisation such as PRACE2 and EGI3, and a set of sophisticated front-end development technologies.
The latter allowed us to develop web-based tools that are as flexible and immediate to use as a desktop
application.

Some of the software is already available in open-source by third parties, some other is developed within
VERCE and will be made available to the initiatives that will leverage the VERCE technology. The final
scope of these choices is to facilitate the scalability of the VERCE platform to other applications and
disciplines in the field of Solid-Earth Science.

2 Improvements overview

The VERCE Science Gateway implementation has been consolidated in the last reporting period, ac-
cording to the plans indicated by the Roadmap document4. A number of improvements interested also
those functionalities that were already been rolled-out in previous releases, as a proof of the constant evo-
lution of the platform in response to the feedback received from the seismologists. These improvements
will be presented in the following sections.

2.1 The Science Gateway in the Roadmap planning

Figure 1 shows an overview of the VERCE Roadmap. The green dots indicate the activities involved
in the realisation of the Science Gateway’s functionalities and supporting services. The Data-Analysis
Processes have been implemented independently from the Science Gateway and were integrated with
the VERCE’s e-Infrastructure Framework and Data Handling services to serve the specific needs of
Computational Seismology. Security and credential handling, together with the orchestration of job
submissions by means of workflows, are basic but yet fundamental services that we obtained from the
cooperation with the SCI-BUS5 project. The gUSE6 framework, which is developed and made available
in open-source by SCI-BUS, definitely helped us in building a Science Gateway that offers enough
flexibility to deal with several e-infrastructures’ middleware and policies. The integration of custom and
generic tools, sets the background for a long-term interoperability and the re-use of the VERCE gateway
by other disciplines in the Earth Sciences. The following sections will provide more details about the
most important items of the roadmap. graphical user interface

2http://www.prace-ri.eu
3http://www.egi.eu
4http://www.verce.eu/Repository/Deliverables/RP4/Roadmap2014to2015v12.pdf
5http://www.sci-bus.eu
6http://sourceforge.net/projects/guse
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Figure 1: Summary Table of the VERCE production-ready products. Green dots indicate the components
related to the Scientific Gateway

2.2 Forward Modelling - Simulation

The Simulation component of the Forward Modelling web-application went through a number of bug
fixes, besides an improved performance and usability of some of the components of its graphical user
interface. For instance, the support for more sophisticated queries on the provenance recordings of
past runs, foster the re-use of the data within other workflows, and additional FDSN7 web-services for
earthquakes and seismic stations’ metadata can be used now as optional data sources. In addition to the
INGV and GCMT8 earthquakes catalogues, the Forward Modelling can also access data coming from
the Northern California Earthquake Data Center9 and the International Seismological Centre10, offering
the opportunity to perform simulations and evaluate models on a larger variety of institutional data-sets.
It is worth saying that not all of these third-parties services are at the same level of maturity, and some are
still in an experimental phase. However, being the FDSN web-services a relatively new initiative with
a large consensus, we decided to include them in the gateway trusting in their consolidation. For what
concerns stations metadata, we extended the Forward Modelling to allow the use of stations coming from
more federated resources as, for instance, the IRIS Data Center11, that can be used now alternatively to
the EIDA12 web-services.

2.3 Provenance Management

Provenance data became crucial for the implementation of the new working-spaces allowing seismic data
processing and Misfit Analysis. As shown in Figure 4, it is actively used as the knowledge base for the
configuration of the workflows associated with the working-spaces, as will be explained in the following
sections. Given the importance of provenance information, more attention has been dedicated to the

7http://www.fdsn.org
8http://www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch.html
9http://www.ncedc.org

10http://www.isc.ac.uk/
11http://service.iris.edu
12http://www.orfeus-eu.org/eida
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Figure 2: View of the Provenance Explorer: The activity monitor on the left shows activities in Italic and
Bold Italic. They mean respectively, that the specific activity produced intermediate data products, and
that these are available for download while the computation is in progress.

improvement of its production and management. The integration of provenance collection mechanisms
within the dispel4py library went through major improvements, in favour of a simpler API and a
substantial gain in performance. The API now reflects the basic interface of dispel4py, with the
addition of few optional extensions supporting lineage and metadata functionalities. This choice made
the optional activation of the provenance production much easier, leaving the metadata extraction in full
control of the workflow developers. They can chose which are the relevant properties to extract for a
specific element of the data-stream and under which conditions. Properties include also errors, both
logical and technical. The increased flexibility and selectiveness of the provenance gathering process
contributed also to an overall reduction of the inherent overhead, resulting in better performance.

The user interface providing access to the lineage information of the users’ runs, also went through
a number of improvements and bug fixes. For instance, users can have an immediate feedback about
the occurrence of intermediate products and their availability for download, as shown in Figure 2. Our
system allows for the analysis of provenance information at run-time, which may trigger actions such
as, in this specific example, the shipment of files to external components, with the aim of making them
immediately available for visualisation, download, or further processing purposes.

2.4 Platform Control Workflow

In D-SA3.3.1, we have introduced the concept of multi-layered workflows to describe how the WS-
PGRADE technology is used to deal with the orchestration of data and computations within the VERCE
platform. This approach has been largely improved in the last period of the project and it has been
adopted as a generic framework to control all the applications that are exposed via the VERCE Science
Gateway. Figure 3 shows the four nodes of the WS-PGRADE workflow. We provide here an explanation
of their role:

• SYNC: Is responsible for the creation of a shared folder for the collection of the provenance meta-
data, as well as the stage-in of the data from the user’s data-space. It is typically implemented as
fork job running within the login node of the cluster.

• COMPUTE: Performs the actual computation within the HPC. It executes the scientific computa-

COPYRIGHT c© VERCE PROJECT, 2011-2015
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Figure 3: WS-PGRADE Workflow: Platform control workflow to manage the execution and the transfer
of data and metadata across of the infrastructure. It enables the validation by the user and the post-
processing of the data by external systems at run-time. This implementation overcomes the limitation
brought by the lack of internet connectivity from the working nodes, which are used by the compute job.

tion, according to the application specifications and produces provenance information that is then
stored within the shared folder. Its implementation typically consists in a mpi job.

• PROV: Reads the provenance metadata from the shared folder and transfers them to the provenance
repository. It performs run-time analysis of the provenance data and on that basis triggers data-
transfer operations towards the user’s data-space. Transfers are commonly done in GridFTP. It
runs as a fork job on the login node.

• CLEANUP: This is the last fork job of the workflow. After the termination of the COMPUTE job,
it stages-out all the data produced and cleans the cluster from the files associated to the workflow.

This workflow overcomes some limitations that we found in several HPC clusters, where internet connec-
tivity is not supported from the working nodes. Moreover it makes use of secure protocols to establishes
transfers across the platform’s components. The benefits of this approach is to allow in a generic and
automated way to perform access, visualisation and post-processing of the data and metadata from ex-
ternal systems at run-time. It provides immediate feedback on the progress of the computation thanks to
a better control on the data movements. It avoids useless waits for long and unfruitful runs and fosters
dynamic steering and rapid diagnostics. In many cases such a responsive system can save computing
cycles, storage and energy, in the occurrence of evident erroneous scenarios.

3 Forward Modelling - Misfit Analysis

Besides the improvements reported in the previous sections, the last six months of work focused on the
developments of the interactive components and workflows that extend the Forward Modelling appli-
cation with Misfit Analysis capabilities. This functionality will allow the comparison of the results of
modelling forward seismic wave propagation with the observations of seismic waves for the same event
using data from selected seismic stations. For the implementation we successfully adopted the data-
intensive technologies developed within VERCE and tackled a number of challenges, which we now
describe.

COPYRIGHT c© VERCE PROJECT, 2011-2015
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Figure 4: Misfit Analysis: Schematic representation depicting the User’s working flow and Systems’
Interactions.

• Detailed design of the use case: Identifying and isolating the functionalities that allow the scientists
to perform the whole Misfit Analysis process, required several iterations and face-to-face meetings.
A mok up showing the user’s interactive flow, was refined several times, until a final agreement was
reached on the definition of three major elements of the use case: Raw-data Download, Waveform
Preprocessing and Misfit. Each of these were discussed throughly and in detail, in order to clarify
aspects like the parametrisation of the scientific workflows, the information expected from the
provenance data and, last but not the least, the user experience. Figure 4 depicts the expected flow
of users’ actions and the components involved. This was an excellent example of the effectiveness
of short-lived task forces that adopted agile co-design and co-development methods.

• Completeness of the provenance data: Each of the three components of the tool are using the
information coming from the provenance archive, which makes it the actual knowledge-base for
the processes and the data produced by the platform. By accessing and combining interactively
pre-selected provenance data, users are guided through the configuration and the execution of the
Misfit Analysis stages. For instance, downloading raw data requires that the Raw-data Down-
load workflow is configured according to a number of simulation parameters, such as the time of
the earthquake and the boundaries of the region covered by the mesh. Processing raw and syn-
thetic data instead requires to match and merge information about the simulation and the raw-data
download phases, such as, for instance, stations’ names, time of the recording and earthquake’s
metadata. Finally, the misfit workflow makes use of the provenance associated with the waveform
processing stage to retrieve the location of the files that need to be staged-in and other metadata as-
sociated with the stations and the earthquake of interest. The results obtained from each of the four
workflows, are made discoverable and analysable via a common graphical user interface, which
has been presented Figure 2 and in other SA3 deliverables.

• Access to the FDSN data resources: The easiest way to access seismic traces recorded all over
the world is definitely via the web-services offered by the FDSN initiative. Though, being the
easiest doesn’t always imply that this is the most efficient and stable way. However, the FDSN
web-services are gaining momentum in the community and they will certainly go through several
improvements in their implementation, coverage and performance. Therefore, the choice of sup-
porting this standard aimed at increasing the long-term sustainability of the services offered by the

COPYRIGHT c© VERCE PROJECT, 2011-2015
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Figure 5: dispel4py experimental registry: Prototypical interactive tool for the composition of pro-
cessing pipelines. The Processing Elements are collected from a centralised registry exposing the user
own working-space.

gateway. One of the challenges was also to target resources that are able to connect and down-
load data from these class of services, without interfering with local security policies on internet
connections and protocols. For instance, while we can use LRZ clusters to do simulation or analy-
sis, we can not use these resources to pre-stage the data within the VERCE iRODS infrastructure,
since they don’t allow direct connection to HTTP. For this specific purpose, we developed work-
flows that can use the computational clusters available at Fraunhofer SCAI or at the University of
Edinburgh, where the security policies are less restrictive.

• Integration of the scientific code: Having a platform that enables a community to access interac-
tively a variety of data and computational resources, requires also a certain flexibility for the inte-
gration of the scientific code and its usage. With the adoption of the dispel4py data-intensive
library, developed within JRA2, we allowed the scientists to develop and test the analysis work-
flows locally on their machines and then to deploy and automatically scale them to larger resources,
including also the production of fine-grained provenance. The seismology partners of VERCE
(NA2, JRA1) have been involved in the development of the scientific code and were constantly
kept in the loop to validate the status of the integration. With the cooperation of JRA2, we also
started to explore ways of creating and dynamically managing new user code, by extending the
dispel4py library with the possibility to access a registry of user-defined Processing Element
(PEs). A prototype is shown in Figure 5.

• User-interface implementation: The implementation of the user interface for the interactive com-
ponents of the Misfit Analysis, leverages from the technologies that were already in place for the
realisation of the waveform simulation capabilities. The scientific partners were exposed regularly
to mok ups and intermediate releases and open discussions were encouraged to create a shared
understanding of the complexity of the misfit tasks. This process fostered the specification of very
pragmatic requirements. The three element of the use case mentioned earlier: Raw-data Down-
load, Waveform Preprocessing and Misfit, became three different interactive working-spaces that,
according to the flows illustrated in Figure 4, allow users to work independently on each phase,
managing the setup and the control of multiple runs. Among the three working-spaces, the one
for the Waveform Processing use case requires special attention. As shown in Figure 6, it enables

COPYRIGHT c© VERCE PROJECT, 2011-2015
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Figure 6: Misfit Analysis: User interface of the waveform-processing component, allowing the compo-
sition and parametrisation of the data-processing pipelines on raw and synthetic data

users to compose processing pipelines by accessing a toolbox of data-transformation elements that
can combined as needed, exposing a complete range of configurable parameters. The pipelines
will ingest raw and synthetic data and each processing element can be activated or deactivated
by the user, according to the type of data. Moreover, the outcome of the processing steps can be
visualised and stored as intermediate results.

Last but not the least, the management of the results is indeed one of the challenges that the VERCE
project had to deal with. Our approach involves different types of data-transfer operations from and
towards the VERCE iRODS federation. The transfer are triggered either at run-time, by the analysis of
the provenance data, or in bulk, once the computation reaches its end. Persistent Identifiers (PIDs) are
assigned to each data product already at run-time, in order to provide rapid access to relevant results,
as they come along. These PIDs can be considered temporary at this stage of the project and a future
integration with the EPIC13 PIDs services can be foreseen. For instance, this would help in publishing
and preserve selected final results. We have implemented these features earlier in the project and we have
reused them successfully for the realisation of the Misfit Analysis.

4 Usage

The VERCE team organised a number of training session in the form of webinars and face-to-face events.
The feedback of the attendees has been presented in previous reports and it will be described in detail by
NA3. Overall, these events gained the attention of new potential users and represented a great opportunity
to reach the wider computational seismology community. This stimulated also a BSc thesis on the
evaluation of the platform services.

Quantitatively, we count 100 registered users, of which 50 obtained a valid x.509 certificate needed to
use the platform. We can report that since the last production deployment of the science gateway, which
was performed by SA1 at SCAI in July 2014, users have submitted 1.224 jobs across four different
clusters, with an 80% success rate. At the current time, the platform is storing 10 Gb of provenance
traces including domain metadata and 588.3 GB of data. We foresee that this amount will increase

13http://www.pidconsortium.eu/
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Figure 7: Data Sharing: Users can share and visualise metadata of their runs with others and data access
permissions can be easily managed with the generic iDROP tool

substantially with the use of the new working-spaces for the Misfit Analysis.

The Library of Model and Meshes is considered of great value and at the moment offers five different
meshes coupled with as many models. Four of them cover the Italian peninsula and are provided by
INGV. Another one, produced at ULIV, allows simulations and analysis for the Maule region of Chile.
Students attending the training not only tested the models offered by the library but also learned the
basics to create their own and how to upload and use them on the VERCE platform. Hopefully, such
flexibility will also contribute to the growth and to the quality of the library that will expose new models
to more researchers.

The demand for the Misfit Analysis services was pushed by the scientific partners of the project and
its availability was anticipated during the training events. However, its larger exposure and a compre-
hensive evaluation of this specific functionality by researcher outside of to the VERCE consortium have
not yet been achieved. We will rely on the future initiatives that will use as a foundation the VERCE
technologies within Computational Seismology projects and beyond, as described in the next section of
this deliverable.

5 Initiatives for Future Uptake and Improvements

The Forward Modelling application will see its uptake by the Computational Seismology working group,
established and supported by the H2020 EPOS-IP14 project. Here, the seismologists will evaluate the
crucial aspects of the tool that will require to be extended and consolidated, as well as identifying the
rough edges that will require further developments. The EGI-Engage15 project, which is also an H2020
initiative, is already organising an experimental task force that is looking at the possibilities for the mi-
gration of the computational back-end of the Misfit Analysis working-spaces, towards the EGI federated
cloud environment. The approach will be to evaluate the costs of the migration, taking into account the
compatibility with the current gateway middleware and the impact on the sustainability of the whole
platform.

14http://www.epos-eu.org/preparatory-phase/epos-ip-project
15https://www.egi.eu/about/egi-engage
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However, VERCE as a whole, delivers a wide range of technologies that are instrumental to the services
exposed by its gateway. These include workflow engines, provenance management and visualisation
tools and a data management layer. All of these components are of general interests and they will
contribute to create the building blocks for the EPOS Integrated Core Services (ICS), that will support the
requirements for a Computational Earth Science (CES) platform, that will come from more disciplines
beyond Seismology. The VERCE know-how and the technical products will be combined with the
conceptual work and the production quality services delivered by other initiatives, like ENVRI+16, RDA
and EUDAT202017, fostering the exchange of practices, requirements and solutions that will hopefully
converge toward interoperable Research Infrastructures.

6 Fulfilment of the DoW Objectives

We present in the following table an overview of the SA3 achievement in respect of the objectives men-
tioned in the Description of Work Document. SA3 met all of its objectives to a very high standard. To
achieve this it had to tackle many unforeseen challenges from the complexity and diversity of the com-
putational context in which today’s computational and data-intensive seismology must operate, as well
as the anticipated challenges accommodating computation and data-handling at the frontiers of our capa-
bilities to meet seismic researchers’ aspirations. In order to reach the objectives, SA3 put a lot of effort
in coordinating the activities with the other partners and the external software providers, like the gUSE
team, for the integration of computational and data management resources within the VERCE Science
Gateway.

DoW Objective Achievement Comment
Providing a catalogue of
VERCE facilities

The Science Gateway’s
knowledge-base is divided
into different sections, as
follows. The gateway hosts
a registry of computational
resources and abstract and
concrete control-workflows,
which are configured to run on
specific target infrastructures.
In addition to this, an external
repository hosts the provenance
catalog of the users’experiments
and a repository of simulation
codes, meshes and associated
velocity models. An experimen-
tal registry providing access to
users’ analysis code has also
been developed in cooperation
with JRA2.

The differentiation between
repositories has both logical and
practical motivations. We used
the gUSE’s internal registry, to
deal with the infrastructures’
access settings and with the
management of the workflows
controlling their usage. For
other types of information
like, specific seismological
modelling tools, third party
data-services and data-products’
metadata, we built our own
repository which enables us
to have more control over its
content and integration. It
includes the provenance of the
experiments and allows more
flexibility over the description
of domain specific types of data.

16http://www.envriplus.eu
17http://eudat.eu
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Providing an integrated set of
tools to support the full range of
activities

A variety of tools, which span
from generic workflow im-
plementation tools to specific
seismological applications,
enabling simulation, data
processing, monitoring and
validation, have been integrated.
Especially those allowing the
Forward Modelling working-
spaces, including the associated
workflows (the latter in co-
operation with JRA2, JRA1
and NA2), and Provence Man-
agement, have been produced
within SA3.

Different classes of users have
access to different sets of tools.
VERCE Developers can build
the workflows that can be cho-
sen and used by the VERCE
users via the custom applica-
tions, like the one for Forward
Modelling. Provenance gives ac-
cess to lineage, metadata and
data-products in a comprehen-
sive system providing a highly
interactive user interface, allow-
ing discoverability and visuali-
sation.

Providing a User Support Sys-
tem

The science gateway offers User
Management services like, ac-
count creation, login and profil-
ing. Moreover, it deals also with
the management of the security
credentials and the X.509 cer-
tificates, required to access the
computational resources that are
registered to the gateway.

The support for a flexible cre-
dentials management is a crucial
functionality, since the service
providers apply different poli-
cies and these are often unre-
lated to the gateway’s policies.
The certification procedures and
the user’s involvement in the
authentication process are still
complex and require initial ef-
fort to get used to.
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Providing a Community Support
System

To support the community and
accommodate the diversities
among its users, we make use of
a role management and a ticket-
ing system, the latter maintained
by SA1. Moreover, we support
metadata exchange, by means of
provenance metadata, that can
be exported in W3C-PROV18

format or directly shared and
visualised by others. Data
access policies instead can be
regulated via the iRODS Access
Control system.

Assigning different roles clari-
fies the responsibilities of each
type of user within the commu-
nity. While VERCE Admins
can deal with the approval of
new users’ accounts, besides the
organisation of the portal and
the configuration of the domain
tools, VERCE Developers cre-
ate and share the workflow to
be used by the VERCE Users,
who then execute custom ex-
periments, whose results can be
shown to others. The authori-
sation to share the data gener-
ated via the gateway between the
members of the community is
controlled either by the admins
or by the users themselves, via
third parties tools (i.e. iDROP
Cloud and Desktop clients19),
in favour of more flexibility, as
shown in Figure 7.

Table 1: WP7/SA3 - Scientific gateway, user interfaces and knowl-
edge, and method sharing. Objectives and Achievements

7 Conclusions

The implementation of a web-based modelling and analysis application for seismology, which is inte-
grated in a general purpose computational platform, can be considered a unique achievement. This is
highlighted by the enthusiasm shown by the young researchers that joined our training sessions. During
these events they were able to produce sensible results, despite had no previous experience with the un-
derlying HPC codes, the data services and the computing infrastructures. They managed to overcome
most of the technical barriers that normally present distracting difficulties and a steep learning curve.
They all reached the productive use of sophisticated scientific tools, such as SPECFEM3D and the post-
processing workflows, leading eventually to the misfit analysis phase that has been developed adopting
the dispel4py data-intensive technology. Their progress was much more rapid than would normally
be achieved, as the VERCE platform allowed them to focus on the seismic issues as it automatically took
care of the complexities of using many services, diverse resources and the detailed data administration.
One seismology researcher estimated the gain in productivity as two-orders of magnitude. This indeed
proves the major contributions of VERCE, that aimed at fostering the cooperation between users and
HPC providers, increasing as a result the amount and the quality of scientific production.

The SA3 team gave also its contribution to the preparation of scientific papers on the platform and
its most original elements. These have been presented in international conferences and workshops in
the field of computational, environmental and data sciences, demonstrating the commitment to pursuing
innovative solutions, which are already under the attention of the EPOS-IP project.

18http://www.w3.org/TR/prov-dm/
19https://ids-eu.incf.net/idrop-web/login/login
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However, besides the technical and research results, SA3 underwent one of the most stimulating chal-
lenges, which required it to harness the contributions of different expertise working closely together,
spanning across operational IT services, seismology, data and computational backgrounds. Such a di-
versity was made evident by the frequent lively discussions that took place since the beginning of the
VERCE experience. Nevertheless, this heterogeneity turned smoothly into a creative boost that was sus-
tained by the commitment of the scientists and the developers who joined the task forces and the code-
sprints, which led to the realisation of the gateway’s services. This was at the core of the implementation
of the whole of the VERCE platform, that can be considered a successful example of co-develoment put
into action by a very high-quality team, that will be sustained by anticipated new initiatives.
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